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"SO, WHAT ARE YOUR FUTURE PLANS?"
This question is asked of us frequently. Currently, there is no firm
answer for that inquiry. We are constantly in prayer about our
future plans and still have a number of blanks to fill in. However,
we want to share a little of what God has been pressing on our
hearts in the past 4-5 months. To start, we are praying over three
questions of our own:
Where in the world are we going?
We both have felt a burden on our hearts for Africa for quite a long
time. We have both loved hearing about the culture and ministry
opportunities in this part of the world and feel like it could be place
we could be used with how God has been preparing us. For now, we
are eager to learn as much about the culture as we can, and we
continue to pray over this burden on our hearts as we serve where
He has us right now.
Continued on flip side

PRAYERS AND
PRAISES
- For wisdom as we talk
with and interact with
different missions
organizations
- For continued financial
and prayer support
- For growth in the
ministries we are
currently involved in
- For our minds and
hearts to be focused on
the Lord throughout each
season

Partner with us!

/ministry
Eddie's first solo completion

Lake Couer D' Alene getaway

...ministry

Introducing Bentlee, our 6 month old lab!

Contact us!
zmerkling@moody.edu

5511 E Parkwater
Spokane, WA 99212

(509) 598-1060

@kj.merkling

Phil's first solo completion

www.proclaimaviation.org
(under "Current
Missionaries" tab)

Proclaim Aviation
Ministries
PO Box 356
Worthington, MN 56187

When are we going?
If God continues to provide and guide as He has, we are looking at beginning
our application to a mission organization in just over a years time. That means
that we would begin serving on the overseas mission field in 2.5 - 3 year’s
time.
What organization are we going with?
This question is similar to picking a church body to be a part of. If a number of
ministries are holding to the Scripture and practicing sound theology, then it is
hard to pick just one! There are tens, if not hundreds, of wonderful missionary
aviation ministries all over the world, and we have been praying over a number
of them. However, we still have a fair amount of research to do and
conversations to have. We are narrowing it down, but still need to bring many
of the opportunities before the Lord.

AVIATION UPDATE

The semester at Moody Aviation is coming to a close! Zach has been working
with two students to achieve their Private Pilot’s license. With less than a
month left in the semester, one student has just received his license, and the
other is just about to take his test within the next 2 weeks. The past 5 months
have been filled as these two guy work extra hard to become great Private
Pilots. Early mornings, late nights, and long days make up this program, but in
the end, they put in the work and it is paying off. Next semester, Zach has
been assigned to teach the 5th year students in the Instrument and
Commercial curriculum.
In all this, we would appreciate your prayers as God guides us to the place
where we can best serve Him and bring Him glory. We are really excited to see
where God places us, and are even more excited that you can share with us in
this ministry through your partnership. Thank you for your prayers and support!

